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Ginners failed to increase prices since Y futures corrected and demand weakened.
 In the last days of previous week several ginners tried to increase their offers as demand was getting
stronger. Apart from some international and Far East merchants who selectively had bought quantities, few
Turkish spinners were buyers at levels of 180 - 182 usc/kgs FOT. Following these sales, the lack of demand
together with the sharp drop of futures decreased Greek prices once again.
 Especially the ginners who are facing difficulties in selling were offering this week at levels close to 80
usc/lb FOT for immediate shipment and payment. Some ginners need to liquidate a part of their production in
December in order to pay farmers for their seed cotton. The levels of 80 usc/lb leave a loss of about 15 usc/lb
compared to this season's production cost, so ginners who have not sold a big part of their production are in a
very tight position now...Taking into consideration the implications of the economic crisis on banks, it is very
likely that our sector will change significantly next season.
 Sales so far should have reached the 120k tons of lint so there are still about 140k tons unsold, provided
we exclude 20k for the domestic consumption. Quality wise the clear HVI 31 stocks are very scarce and the
majority of cotton stands at HVI 41. There is a general feeling in our market that in the beginning of next year
Turkish spinners will get more active in our crop, as per previous seasons, and absorb big volumes as they
will definitely need machine picked cotton.
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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